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1- A new style of dance music emerged in the late 1960s.
1. quarrel

2. appeared

3. developed

4. pushed

2- A set of assumption to explain existing data and predict new events is……
1. actualization

2. structure

3. approach

4. theory

3. emphasis

4. defense

3. conduct

4. perspective

3- Some school put special ………on foreign language
1. empiricm

2. perspective

4- You should eliminate wrong words from an essay.
1. take away

2. to do

5- ………..measures the relation between occurring variable.
1. Dependent design

2. Correlational design

3. Descriptive design

4. Physiological measure

6- The word "empirical" is closest in meaning to……
1. observation

2. experimental

3. prediction

4. statistic

3. adopted

4. coiled

7- The wool is teased into longer and straighter fibers.
1. fertilized

2. plucked

8- Some examples of polygenic transmission include skin color and personality …….
1. traits

2. outward

3. adoptions

4. synthesis

3. anxiety

4. heredity

9- Everybody in school experience exam…….
1. behavior

2. population

10- The question elicited a negative response from workers
1. found

2. brought out

3. recumbent

4. coordinated

11- Rescue efforts to…….the bodies of victims were useless.
1. claim

2. defend

3. regulate

4. retrieve

3. aggressive

4. mapping

3. pupil

4. retina

12- It is……..that all students learn these basic skills
1. astonishing

2. crucial

13- The lens of eye focuses the visual image on the……
1. iris

3  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. photoreceptors
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14- The word "sensation" is closest in meaning to …….
1. hearing

2. understanding

3. sense organ

4. feeling

3. adapt

4. control

3. quickly

4. specifically

3. stage

4. defect

3. called

4. suffered

15- You should adjust yourself to new condition.
1. answer

2. order

16- Young children are……dependent on their parents.
1.

publicly

2. utterly

17- Humans and animals have quite different…………
1. natures

2. nurture

18- Prices…….when war broke out.
1. engaged

2. soared

19- In his speech, the president will outline his new proposals.
1. trace

2. propose

3. conserve

4. develop

3. infant

4. baby

20- The word "newborn" is closest in meaning to……..
1. child

2. adult

21- …….is the inability to take another person's perspective or point of view.
1. Puberty

2. Egocentrism

3. Conservation

4. Animistic thinking

22- I thought I'd seen restrained in my criticism
1. confronted

2. paramount

3. profound

4. self-controlled

23- Autonomy is independence of thought, and a basic confidence to think
1. self-determination

2. dependence

3. attachment

4. calm

24- He is very shy but his wife is…..
1. isolating

2. regret

3. outgoing

4. peer

25- Knowing about our past does not automatically yield solution to our current problems
1. to preserve

2. to produce

3. to include

4. to share

3. social

4. effect

26- The word "influence" is closest in meaning to……..
1. outcome
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2. behavior
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27- Her paper discuses the likely ……of global warming.
1. impact

2. racism

3. bias

4. attitude

28- Teenager thrive when given plenty of love and attention
1. flourish

2. alert

3. moderate

4. decrease

29- Teacher was……. on students who were late for class
1. conscious

2. sever

3. aware

4. wakefulness

30- I propose going to village and having dinner afternoon.
1. change
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2. determine

3. learn
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